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4 guitars and 4 Germans
Posted 04-06-2010

No, this isn’t a mathematical formula,
but the German “Satori” quartet.
“Satori” quartet is one of Germany’s modern
guitar groups that have been in Armenia for
the past couple of days. The young guitarists
gave a concert today at “Lovers Park” in
Yerevan called “Between music of the
renaissance and now”. Although the
guitarists were presenting classical pieces,
the sounds of the guitar made them more melodious and familiar to the youth.
Perceiving music as the expression of a modern cultural reality, in their concert,
Vibke Rademacher, Karl Kristof Rensh, Matthias Giofel and Mikhail Zoyner included
compositions that place high emphasis on the present by passing limits of innovation
and presenting it in a new way.
The young Germans have performed in other countries of the region as well, but they
say they really liked Armenia and hope that the Armenian audience will love them.
After the successful concerts in Gyumri and Vanadzor, the group gave a concert at
“Lovers Park” where classical music is not heard too often.
“I have been here for rock concerts a couple of times. It is a little strange to listen to
classical music at a park, but at the same time impressive because my main
instrument is my beloved guitar,” said one of the spectators.
“Satori” quartet was founded in Turin in 2008 and immediately began to give
concerts. The “oldest” member of the group is 30 years old and the youngest is 20.
The quartet’s concerts in Armenia and Georgia are organized by the GermanArmenian Society and Tbilisi’s “Gyote” Institute.
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